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huntsman revisiting memories of a long lost romance? Or rather, is the booze still
talking, and is he “spooning” with the barmaid at that inn? All too soon a whirlwind
in the strings spirits us back into the chase, until, with a brilliant sustained top B on
the horn (E on the piano), the huntsman salutes us before the strings’ final flourish.

LEWIS FOREMAN

here was little concerto repertoire by British composers for the horn before the
Second World War. Ethel Smyth’s Double Concerto for Violin, Horn and

Orchestra first performed in 1926 and Leighton Lucas’s Sinfonia Brevis of 1936 were
possibly the only significant examples, though during the War, Britten’s Serenade for
Tenor, Horn and Strings certainly established the horn as a significant and expressive
solo instrument. In the hands of Dennis Brain it set the tone for the subsequent
development of the repertoire, much of it intended for Brain himself.

GGoorrddoonn  JJaaccoobb ((11889955--11998844))
It was the concertos and instrumental music of Paul Hindemith that brought the term
gebrauchsmuslk into common usage between the wars, meaning utility music, music
written for a specific purpose or occasion, not necessarily aspiring to higher flights of
artistic purpose. The nineteen concertos of Gordon Jacob tended to be encompassed
by this tradition, and he was a brilliant worker within the gebrauchsmusik spirit.Yet,
from time to time, as in his horn concerto (and perhaps his Elegy for cello and piano
(written for Lyrita)), a more passionate, engaged composer shines through.

Gordon Jacob studied at the Royal College of Music, a pupil of Stanford, Boult
and Howells, and he subsequently was on the staff of the College for 40 years as
Professor of Composition and Orchestration. Among his pupils were Malcolm Arnold
and Ruth Gipps, both of whom designated their horn concertos as “Op. 58”!

Jacob’s Horn Concerto was first performed by Dennis Brain and the Riddick
String Orchestra conducted by the composer at London’s Wigmore Hall on 8 May
1951. The first movement’s opening accompanying strings might have suggested the
most un-engaged neo-classicism, but the fanfaring soloist and running passage work
on horn quickly builds to an engaging dialogue between plangent lyricism and more
virtuosic fast music. With the cadenza, largely slow though ending brilliantly, Jacob
achieves real eloquence, and the movement ends suddenly with, as he promised Brain
it would, a top C. The nocturnal slow movement finds the strings in regretful mood,
the horn musing evocatively. Over a walking bass the horn elaborates long lyrical
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questionings, which later return before fading to the shadowed close. The finale is
particularly brilliant and engaging, the horn explodes on the scene, with its brilliant
repeated-note theme, soon contrasted with a slow tune, at first over fast string
passage-work. A catchy dancing theme which arises on the horn is heard twice before
the soloist assumes a twilight distance and the distinctive evocative sound of stopped
horn, before fast music presages a final flourish.

SSiirr  MMaallccoollmm  AArrnnoolldd ((11992211--22000066))
Sir Malcolm Arnold’s early career as a composer (he was, of course, at first an
orchestral trumpeter) took off when his popular overture Beckus the Dandipratt was
taken up by the celebrated Dutch conductor Eduard van Beinum in 1947, and was
quickly recorded on a 78rpm disc. Written soon after Beckus, in 1945, Arnold’s First
Horn Concerto, in fact his first concerto for any instrument, had been written for a
colleague, the distinguished horn player Charles Gregory, principal horn of the LPO.
Ten years on, his Second Horn Concerto Op. 58 (and his eighth concerto all-told) was
written for Dennis Brain, and completed on 15 December 1956. Brain gave the first
performance at the Cheltenham Festival with the Hallé Orchestra, the composer
conducting.That was on 17 July 1957; early in the morning of September 1, Brain was
killed when his sports car crashed into a tree near Hatfield, as he attempted, in pre-
motorway days, to drive the 400 miles back to London overnight, after a concert in
Edinburgh.

Like other Brain commissions, Arnold largely writes for the horn’s upper
register paying particular attention to lyrical writing, and requiring golden tone. In
the first movement the music is contrasted between busy exchanges with the strings
relaxing into effortless cantabile. The concerto revolves round the sound of sustained
horn phrases, as exemplified in the lyrical central Andantino Grazioso, which in its
seemingly effortless singing line was written to exploit Brain’s cantabile playing. The
limpid waltz floated by the horn, contrasts with the middle section’s characteristic
eerie sound of trills on clusters of adjacent notes over which the horn wails
chromatically, before, Satie-like, the mellifluous waltz returns. The finale sees the
soloist much concerned with a recurrent fragment of tune and chromatically running
passage work, brilliantly sustained over many changes of mood until with an
arpeggiated figure the horn fanfares its pre-eminence, ending with a forceful upward
F major arpeggio.

GGiillbbeerrtt  VViinntteerr ((11990099--11996699))
Gilbert Vinter was born in Guildford, Surrey, and is best remembered as a composer and
arranger for the brass and military band, and as the conductor of the BBC Midland Light
Orchestra. A chorister at Lincoln Cathedral and successively a student at the Royal Military
College of Music at Kneller Hall and the Royal Academy of Music, during the 1930s he played
in the BBC Military Band and with the leading London orchestras, and was appointed
professor of the bassoon at the Academy in 1938.

His band music includes a Symphony of Marches, the well-known tone poems James
Cook Circumnavigator and John O’Gaunt and the Salute to Youth written for the National
Youth Brass Band.

Gilbert Vinter wrote Hunter’s Moon in collaboration with, and for, the horn player John
Burden, when they were both posted to Torquay in 1942. Here they rehearsed daily, and
Hunter’s Moon was given its first performance by John Burden and the local Torquay
Municipal Orchestra conducted by the composer. It was published later in 1942, in an
arrangement for horn and piano as well as in full score. Much later it was taken over as a
party piece by Dennis Brain who played it a number of times, particularly in 1957 during the
last few months of his life.

The title was originally to have been “Diana of the Chase” but this was rejected as being
too elaborate. “Hunter’s Moon” is the name for the full moon following the harvest moon.
The latter falls within a fortnight of the autumn equinox, so we are referring to the full moon
that shines at the end of October, or the beginning of November - at the beginning of the
foxhunting season. The introduction depicts the assembly of the hunt, and they were
certainly a boozy lot! The bold outlines of the music suggest a daylight scene, but we might
well imagine a nocturnal one, the countryside bathed in brilliant silvery moonlight strong
enough to throw dramatic black shadows, with more than a hint of frost in the air, and the
ghost of the hunter riding the countryside for ever. John Burden tells us that there is no truth
in the story told by some horn players that Vinter’s title came from the name of a favourite
local pub, though there is a “Hunter’s Moon” in Torquay.

With its alternations of 12/8 and a march-like 6/8, and suggestions of hunting calls in
the horn part, the music is certainly to be taken pictorially.The use of stopped notes and little
upward glissandi out of these notes suggest the hiccoughing and burping of the huntsman,
while the orchestra evokes the motion of his steed. This gives the soloist every opportunity,
providing one of the few genuine examples of humour in music. In the middle section is our



YYoorrkk  BBoowweenn ((11888844--11996611))
York Bowen, a student contemporary of Arnold Bax at the Royal Academy of Music,
was a brilliant prodigy. His tone poem The Lament of Tasso appeared at the Proms in
1903, where the following year his First Piano Concerto also received a favourable
reception. By 1908 he was introducing his Third Piano Concerto there. He also
composed four numbered symphonies and a “Symphonic Fantasia” the latter
conducted by the great Hans Richter in London and Manchester in 1906.

Bowen became best-known as pianist and teacher and, particularly in his later
life, his own music received less and less attention. He made the first commercial
recording of Beethoven’s G major piano concerto in 1926, but generally, when he did
appear as a concerto soloist it tended to be in his own concertos.The Horn Concerto,
completed in November 1955, was Bowen’s last concerto by a wide margin, and was
first performed by Dennis Brain with the Welbeck String Orchestra conducted by
Maurice Miles, broadcast on 24 June 1956.

Bowen himself studied horn at the Academy. In 1927 came a Quintet for horn
and string quartet, and subsequently a Horn Sonata, written for Aubrey Brain, first
heard in 1943. If York Bowen’s inspiration in writing his mature horn chamber works
had been Aubrey Brain, it was Aubrey’s son Dennis for whom, nearly twenty years
after the Horn Sonata, he wrote his Horn Concerto.

The two outer movements are constantly varied, romantic and tuneful, framing
a slighter, shadowed, slow movement - little more than an interlude - that quickly
fades.With its dramatic opening orchestral flourish, and fanfaring horn followed by a
typically romantic lyrical invention, the ebb and flow of the first movement is marked.
In the finale, the extended perky horn tune takes us into the world of light music, while
a contrasted haunted romantic episode over tremolando strings reminds us of the
romantic music of Bowen’s youth.With the return of energetic writing, the horn pays
tribute to Strauss’s First Concerto; an extended cadenza follows, when with the return
of the insouciant tune, the music builds to a final flourish.

RRuutthh  GGiippppss ((11992211--11999999))
When she first came to public attention at the end of the Second World War Ruth
Gipps was known as an executant who was also a composer. She appeared with the
City of Birmingham Orchestra as soloist in Glazunov’s First Piano Concerto in 1945,
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also playing professionally as oboe/cor anglais in the orchestra, and doing so in the first
performance of her own First Symphony in the same concert.

She had won a Cobbett Prize with her piano quartet, called Brocade, at the age of 21,
and during the war Sir Henry Wood had launched her orchestral tone poem Knight in
Armour, Op. 8, on the last night of the 1942 Promenade Concerts. Her Second Symphony
was first played in Birmingham in 1946. Quite a start for a young musician during a World
War, though her future career did not really reflect the promise of this start, and had she
been setting out 50 years later one could imagine she would have quickly become a figure of
national stature. This early work of Gipps provides a link with the other composers in our
programme for when Knight in Armour was played at the RCM, the conductor was Gordon
Jacob and its trumpet solo was taken by Malcolm Arnold. Ruth Gipps is a composer of
considerable achievement: hers is eminently approachable music of depth and stature.There
are many rewards in her five symphonies, her other concertos and her choral music, not to
mention a goodly number of chamber works. Her neglect was surely the result of her
basically traditional idiom being suddenly unfashionable in the later 1950s and 1960s when
serialism and Boulez were all the rage and Sir William Clock ruled at the BBC.

The only work on our programme that post-dates Dennis Brain, Gipp’s Horn Concerto
is of particular interest for the attention paid to the low notes of the horn’s register. The
concerto was written for and first performed by the composer’s son Lance Baker with the
London Repertoire Orchestra conducted by Ruth Gipps, at Duke’s Hall, Royal Academy of
Music on 15 November 1969, and first broadcast by the BBC on 2 December 1982, by Frank
Lloyd with the Welsh Symphony conducted by the distinguished French conductor George
Tzipine.

The tone of the largely reflective first movement is set at the outset, though not without
more scherzando writing, its mood underlined by its reflective central panel, and its closing
cadenza which does not seek virtuosic brilliance and is integrated with the mood. The lively
middle movement is characterised by a thistledown tune, though this quickly gives way to the
soloist’s contrasted expressive line, before the lively tune returns. In this concerto, the high
point is certainly the finale, in which again an opening rhythmic scherzando gives way to
more reflective writing, allowing the soloist those romantic questionings it does so well, the
juxtaposition being quickly repeated.Towards the end there is a magical episode in which the
horn and celesta duet, before the full orchestra return, leading to the close.
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